
FIRST DAY: OPERA COCKTAIL
Arrival to Macerata. Guests will be hosted in a 4 stars hotel placed a few steps far from the
Sferisterio Arena.
Welcome cocktail at the Bistrot of Lauro Rossi theater. This theater, which constitutes a
refined example of late Baroque, represents the only, and precious, example of the Italian
style of theatre in the Marches. After the cocktail, the guests will have an exclusive
reservation of the famous Arias & love duets by Puccini. Unforgettable dinner at a
well-known restaurant visited and appreciated in the years by very famous people as Rudolf
Nureyev and Luciano Pavarotti. Overnight at the Hotel.

SECOND DAY: MUSIC AT THE PALACE
Private walking tour of Macerata: we will start from the Renaissance Loggia dei Mercanti,
with two-tier arcades, in the central Piazza della Libertà. Then we will enter in the
Sferisterio amphitheater – a huge neoclassical arena erected in the 1820s as a stadium
for handball – with such a wide orchestra pit that musicians at each end cannot hear each
other.
Escorted tour of the Palazzo Ricci – hosting a museum and art gallery with masterpieces as
the Madonna and Child by Carlo Crivelli – accompanied with live Renaissance music on
original instruments. The multi-sensory experience concludes with a fabulous concert in
the especially reserved Hall.
Gala Dinner.
Exclusive gala dinner at the courtyard of Palazzo Buonaccorsi, where frescoes inside its
famous Eneide’s hall represent among the maximum masterpieces of the 17th century in
Marche. Overnight at the Hotel.

THIRD DAY: THE OPERA IN POLTRONISSIMA
Private visit with archaeologist of the remains of ancient Helvia Ricina, a Roman
settlement destroyed by the Visigoths. Lunch in a typical agritourism.
The event: Opera soirée at Sferisterio.
International Sommelier-Guided private wine tasting in Arena with typical wines.
Enjoy the Opera from your “poltronissima” (first rows). Overnight at the Hotel.

FORTH DAY: DEPARTURE
Departure with private transfer (limousine service or deluxe buses) to the airport.
Assistance during check-in.

REQUEST YOUR PERSONALIZED “OPERA” INCENTIVE PROGRAM


